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Abstract 
Image segmentation is the first step in image analysis. The objective of image 
segmentation is to divide an image into connected, homogeneous regions such that 
subsequent processing/analysis will be either easier or more efficient. Therefore an efficient 
and parameter-insensitive unsupervised colour image segmentation methodology would be 
valuable to many post-processing applications. The merits and drawbacks of three 
approaches for image segmentation namely pixel-based, region-based, and graph-based have 
been identified and studied in this thesis. 
To address these drawbacks of different based approaches, a pixel-region-graph-based 
image segmentation system is proposed. The first step applies 2-means clustering to a 
colour image recursively until each region is homogeneous. Since clustering is a pixel-based 
approach, it considers the pixels' colour but not the spatial relation between pixels. 
Non-connected regions are always formed. 
The second step applies a region-based methodology, region growing to the 
i 
segmentation result from the first step. Subsequently, the resulting regions are connected 
because region-based approach considers the spatial information. Applying region growing 
after clustering rather than on the whole image also helps to solve a central problem of region 
growing: threshold sensitivity because the performance of region growing depends heavily on 
the selection of thresholds. 
Finally the segmentation result after region growing will form a graph and a recently 
proposed graph-based methodology, normalized cut, is applied to give the final segmentation 
result. The original normalized cut method maps each pixel to a node of the graph and its 
performance is very sensitive to parameter describing the spatial relation between two pixels. 
Since the number of nodes for the proposed system is now significantly reduced, the 
normalized cut process becomes more efficient. Moreover, the second step adds on 
additional spatial information to the normalized cut. Now, normalized cut is less sensitive to 
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Image segmentation is a pre-processing step of many image processing applications, e.g. 
image coding [16], object recognition [17] and pattern recognition [18]. In the past, 
techniques of segmentations were proposed mainly for gray-level images. Colour image 
segmentation attracts more and more attention in this last decade because colour images can 
provide more information than gray-level images, and there are increasing availability of 
colour images and the need of process colour images in our daily life. 
Most published results of colour image segmentation are based on gray-level image 
segmentation approaches with different colour representations [2], Most of the times, they 
are kind of "dimensional extensions" of techniques devised for gray-level images; thus they 
exploit the well-established background laid down in that filed. Experience with these 
algorithms shows that their performance is very sensitive to image type. 
1.1 Objective 
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The objective of this project is to identify an unsupervised segmentation strategy such 
that 
參 the resultant segments are homogeneous and connected; 
• the method requires reasonable computation time; 
參 the result of the method should not change much as the threshold, seed or any preset 
parameter changes; 
• the performance of the method is not sensitive to the input image type. 
We propose a pixel-region-graph approach which is a combination of three types of 
algorithms. They are pixel-based, region-based and graph-based algorithms. 
1>2 Definition of Pixel-based Algorithm 
The definition of pixel-based algorithm [3] is that different objects in an image will 
manifest themselves as clusters or clouds of points if we assume that colour is a constant 
property of the surface of the objects portrayed in the image and we map each pixel of the 
image into a certain colour space. The spreading of those points within each cluster is 
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mainly determined by colour variations due to shading effects and to the noise of the 
acquisition device. 
Therefore, the problem of segmenting the objects of an image can be viewed as that of 
finding some clusters. Pixel-based approaches share a common property: they work in a 
certain feature space and they neglect the spatial relationships among pixels. The segments 
that pixel-based algorithms return are expected to be homogeneous with respect to the 
characteristics represented in the feature spaces. However, there is no guarantee at all that 
these segments have also spatial compactness, which is a second desirable property in 
segmentation applications besides homogeneity. Two examples of pixel-based algorithm are 
clustering [13] and histogram thresholding [14]. 
1.3 Definition of Region-based Algorithm 
Region growing, region splitting and region merging are three typical examples of 
region-based approach. H.D. Cheng, X.H. Jiang, Y Sun and Jingli Wang [2] had reviewed 
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several papers about this approach. In region growing approach, a seed is first selected. 
Then, it expands to include all homogeneous neighbours and this process is repeated until all 
pixels in the image are classified. One problem with region growing is its inherent 
dependence on the selection of seed region and the order in which pixels and regions are 
examined. Besides, different regions need different thresholds. 
In the region splitting approach, the initial seed region is simply the whole image. If 
the seed region is not homogeneous, it is usually divided into four squared sub-regions, which 
become new seed regions. This process is repeated until all sub-regions are homogeneous. 
The major disadvantage of region splitting is that the resulting image tends to mimic the data 
structure used to represent the image and comes out too square. 
The region merging approach is often combined with region growing or region splitting 
to merge the similar regions for making a homogenous region as large as possible. These 
techniques work best on images with an obvious homogeneity criterion and tend to be less 
sensitive to noise because homogeneity is typically determined statistically. 
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Region-based approaches are better than pixel-based approaches by taking into account 
both feature space and the spatial relation between pixels simultaneously. However, the 
problem with region-based approach is its inherent dependence on the selection of seed region 
and the order in which pixels and regions are examined. 
1>4 Definition of Graph-based Algorithm 
The concept of graph comes from the graph theory of mathematics [9, 10, 11], A graph 
is a pair G = (V，E) of sets satisfying E c [V]^; thus, the elements of E are 2-element subsets of 
V. The elements of V are the vertices of the graph Q the elements of E are its edges. The 
vertex set of a graph G is referred to as V(G), its edge set as E(G). Two vertices x & y of G 
are adjacent if xy is an edge of G. Two edges, e & f and e f，are adjacent if they have an 
end in common. If all the vertices of G are pairwise adjacent, then G is complete. 
Let r > 2 be an integer. A graph G = (V,E) is called r-partite if V admits a partition into 
r classes such that every edge has its ends in different classes: vertices in the same partition 
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class must not be adjacent. Instead of ‘2-partite，one usually says bipartite. H is a subgraph 
of G i fV(H) c V(G) and E(H) e E(G). If V(H) 二 V(G), we call H a spanning subgraph of G. 
Any spanning subgraph of G can be obtained by deleting some of the edges from G There 
are various matrices that are naturally associated with a graph, e.g. affinity matrix. 
A graph G is called connected if any two of its vertices are linked by a path, i.e. a 
number of edges with some common vertices, in G. I f U c V(G) and G[U] is connected, we 
also call U itself connected. A maximal connected subgraph of G is called a component of G 
In many applications it is appropriate to define a positive function called a weight w(x,y) 
associated with each edge(x，y). Weights also often represent costs or durations. The 
weight of a path P is the sum of the weights of the edges in P. Among connected graphs, 
some are connected so slightly that removal of a single vertex or edge will disconnect them. 
A vertex x is called a cutpoint in G if the deletion of x increases the number of components of 
G Similarly a cutedge is an edge whose deletion increases the number of components. 
A minimal collection of edges whose deletion disconnects G is called a cutset in G A 
cutset partitions the vertex-set V(G) into two non-empty components, say A and B, such that 
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the edges joining vertices in A to vertices in B are precisely the edges of the cutset. 
Graph-based algorithm aims to find the cutset to partite a graph representing an image. 
1.5 Colour Spaces 
There are a lot of colour spaces as given in [1], Here, just a few colour spaces will be 
introduced. 
1.5.1 Basics of Colour Vision 
Colour is a sensation created in response to excitation of human visual system by 
electromagnetic radiation known as light. More specifically, colour is the perceptual result 
of light in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum, having wavelengths in the 
region of 400nm to 700nm, incident upon the retina of the human eye. 
1.5.2 RGB Model 
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RGB model is a linear space. The red (R) value corresponds to the 700nm band of the 
visible spectrum. The green (G) value corresponds to the 546. Inm band. The blue (B) 
value corresponds to the 435.8nm band. RGB model is chosen is this research because RGB 
values are implicitly used in computer graphics. No transformation is needed. 
1.5.3 HSV model 
HSV model is linearly related to the RGB. The model uses approximately cylindrical 
coordinates. The saturation (S) measures how pure the R/G/B value (the dominant 
component) from 0 to 1. The hue (H) is a function of the angle in the polar coordinate 
system from 0 �t o 360°. The value (V) is the intensity along the axis perpendicular to the 
polar coordinate plane from 0 to 255. C. Amoroso, E. Ardizzone, V. Morreale and P. 
Storniolo [12] had published a colour image segmentation method that used only hue for 
segmentation. The reasons are 1) we can use a ID space to search significant clusters which 
correspond to homogeneous regions of pixels relating to hue component. Hence, it avoids 
the need of working in an 2D or a 3D colour space; 2) hue exhibits invariant feature over a 
range of lighting conditions. In chapter 2 and chapter 3 of this thesis, some experiment 
results using hue will be shown. 
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1.6 Organization of Thesis 
Firstly, 2-means clustering, a pixel-based algorithm will be briefly described and 
presented in chapter 2. Secondly, region growing with region adjacency graph which is a 
region-based algorithm will be described in chapter 3. Thirdly，the normalized cut process 
which is a graph-based algorithm will be presented in chapter 4. A combination algorithm, 
pixel-region-graph method, will be proposed in chapter 5, in which some results to illustrate 
its effectiveness are also included. Lastly, conclusion will be given in chapter 6. 
9 




2-Means Clustering, 2MC, is dipixel-based algorithm [2, 3], The assumptions made by 
2MC are i) the distance between a pixel and the mean feature vector of the cluster it belongs 
to is small; ii) the distance between 2 cluster mean feature vectors is large. There is no 
overlapping between clusters (see fig2.1). 
Tlie distance z ._—•�••_.., 广™…-，，…—， 
between 2 duster B ！ 
i ‘：丨 i mean feature vectors / I j 
j I is large j ^ i i j t ^ j — 一 
f^^、！f 
V The distajice between a pixd and 
the mean feature vector of the 
cluster it belongs to is small 
Fig. 2.1 The assumptions of distribution of pixels of 2MC 
2MC segments an image using the mean feature vectors (intensity or colour) of the 2 
clusters of the image. The mean feature vectors can be initialized arbitrarily in the colour 
space. After some procedures, the mean feature vectors stabilize at two feature vectors and 
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these feature vectors are defined as the best mean feature vectors to segment the image into 
two clusters. A pixel, p, is assigned to cluster A if the feature vector of p is nearest to the 
mean feature vector of cluster A. Otherwise, it is assigned to cluster B. Clustering is an 
unsupervised image segmentation method. 2MC can be recursively applied on an image 
until each cluster is homogeneous enough. This is checked by setting a threshold for the 
variance of the pixel feature values of each cluster. 
2.1 Algorithm 
The first step of 2MC is to determine the 2 initial mean feature vectors, Ica and Icb, where 
kA is larger than ke in magnitude. They can be assigned randomly, but we won't do so 
usually because if we assign the mean feature vectors randomly, it may choose two initial 
mean feature vectors from the same cluster and eventually another cluster is not found. In 
order to increase the probability that the initial mean feature vectors are chosen from different 
clusters, choose the Ica at random. Then, for each pixel in the remaining set, compute the 
distance with Ica. Choose the vector with the largest distance to the kA reference as ke. 
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After the mean feature vectors have been initialized, we assign pixel, p, to cluster X(X = 
A o r B ) if 
fv < f p -^Y (2.1) 
—• —*• 
where f - k is the feature vector distance and X Y. According to the new clusters 
formed, compute the new mean feature vectors. Repeat the clustering step with the new 
mean feature vectors until the mean feature vectors are stabilized. The clusters segmented 
based on the stabilized mean feature vectors are the final results of one clustering process. 
Also, the variance of the feature values of the stabilized clusters is computed. If this 
variance is smaller than or equals to a preset threshold value, the cluster is decided as 
homogeneous. If this variance is larger than the preset threshold value, the cluster has to be 
re-clustered. The segmentation process is stopped when all clusters are homogeneous. The 
flow chart for one 2MC process is given in fig.2.2. 
The result of 2MC is good if the assumptions stated at the very beginning of this chapter 
are held. However, the result would be bad if one of those assumptions (or both assumptions) 
is not held. Moreover, 2MC is very sensitive to noise. If the input image is noisy, there are 
many isolated pixels - the noise - in the resultant clusters. 
12 
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Fig.2.2 Flowchart of2MC 
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2.2 Experiment Results 
2.2.1 Intensity Images 
In this part, results of 2MC of 12 Chinese character images are shown in fig.2.3. The 
images include an object - the Chinese character, and a background. That means the images 
include 2 clusters. So that, no recursive clustering is need. Gaussian noise has been added 
in the images. 
Input Images Ke&oJts Input Images Besaits Input Images ResuJt 
( 6 4 x 6 4 ) of2MC ( 6 4 x 6 4 ) of2MC ( 6 4 x 6 4 ) of2MC 
HjElff lsS 
mm m\m\mW\ 
Fig.2.3 Result of 2MC of some Chinese character images 
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2.2.2 Colour Images (Using RGB) 
2 colour images are used in this experiment. For the colour images, there are more than 
two clusters. The clusters have to be re-clustered until each cluster is homogeneous. The 
numbers of clusters found by the 2MC process for the images shown in fig.2.4 and fig.2.5 are 
eight and ten respectively. 
Input ( 180 X 200 ) 
K^mUsoflUC ， 
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Input ( 1 8 4 x 2 0 0 ) 
[ j n 
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Fig.2.5 Result of 2MC of a colour image using RGB 
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2.2.3 Colour Image (Using Hue) 
The input image shown in fig.2.4 is used in this experiment. This time we use the hue 
value o f H S V colour space instead of the R, Q B values of the RGB colour space. Therefore， 
a 3D problem of colour image is reduced to a ID problem now. Since the computation time 
of ID problem is shorter than 3D problem, the computation time of experiment 2.2.3 is 
shorter than experiment 2.2.2. 
•織總縫海:•• 參 :数餘 . . : . , : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .纖殺微繊 :纖键織織 : - : : . : : . : : . •：•織廳钱織 ：^：：：：：：：：：：：；-^ 
1 、•^；^、、-":‘， , 
/ 靜 ： 
M.-、’ ： 
‘ ‘ i r 
W鐵鐵藝鍵:::： ::::::麵钱i::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::麵 .纖籍_議籤::::::::::::::::::::::::::辩、:\:: ::::::權鐘籍纖 
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Fig.2.6 Result of 2MC of the input image in fig.2.5 using Hue 
(P S. More 2MC results of colour images using RGB are shown in chapter 5.) 
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23 Discussions 
From the results in section 2.2，we observe that the performance of 2MC is good. 
Fig.2.4 is a typical example that: i) the distance between a pixel and the mean feature vector 
of the cluster it belongs to is small; ii) the distance between 2 cluster mean feature vectors is 
large. On the other hand, for the intensity image (fig.2.7)，the object cluster and the 
background cluster overlapped in the histogram as shown in fig.2.8. That means they break 
the second assumption of 2MC. Nevertheless, the clustering results are still acceptable. 
Fig.2.7 Image with overlapping histogram 
H i s t o g r a m o f F i g . 2 . 7 _ object 
Background 
,g��’.——————��-————� 
I 20 t t i l “ 
1 19 37 b y 73 91 109 127 145 163 181 199 217 235 253 
/ grey level 
Overl红Jjped Fig.2.8 Plot of histogram 
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There are two advantages using hue value for segmentation. One of the advantages is 
that the intensity information is ignored, so that the effect of highlight and shadowing is 
removed theoretically. Another advantage is to simplify the multi-dimensional problem to 
the one-dimensional problem. However, using hue value for the segmentation has its own 
problem. Although the colour distance of RGB value between two pixels is very small, the 
distance of hue value between these two pixels may be large. This problem happens when 
the input image in fig.2.4 is clustered using hue. Let us see the following examples: 
(1) [ R G B ] - 44 44 44 dark-gray colour 
— h u e = 0.00 
(2) [R G B] = 44 43 45 => seem like dark-gray colour 
-> hue = 0.75 
Here, we can clearly see that when the dark-gray background of fig.2.4 forms a wide 
range of hue value. This range may partly or totally overlap with that of objects. Also, the 
background may form two or more clusters itself. The two assumptions stated at the 
beginning of 2MC are broken. In this case, the clustering completely failed. Some other 
22 
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colour image segmentation methods, e.g. region growing, would fail, too. 
The observations have been made from the above experiments: 1) we clearly see that the 
clusters are non-connected for both intensity and colour images. The chance of getting a 
connected cluster is much lower than the chance of getting a non-connected cluster; 2) 2MC 
is very sensitive to noise. For fig.2.3，there are "dots" in the background and "holes" in the 
object which are noise. 
2.3.1 Advantages 
2MC is simple to compute. It needs to calculate the mean feature vectors of the clusters 
only. Only simple mathematics operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division, are required. Complex mathematics operations, e.g. matrix computation, square 
root，logarithm, exponential, etc., that need longer computation time are not required. For 
fig.2.4’ fig.2.5 and fig.2.6, the program running time is less than 1 second. To run the 
program of 2MC, the input image and some variables have to be stored in the computer. 
However, if the input image is not very large in size, the memory space used to store this data 
is small. 
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2.3.2 Disadvantages 
There is no guarantee that the resultant clusters are connected. It is because pixel-based 
algorithm does not consider spatial information between pixels, but object is always 
connected in the real world. If the input image is noisy, the resultant clusters will have many 
“dots’，and "holes", e.g. experiment 2.2.1. These "dots" and "holes" could affect 
significantly the result of other image processing applications, which are following the image 
segmentation process. 
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Chapter 3 
Region Growing with Region Adjacency Graph 
The algorithm of Region Growing (RG) with Region Adjacency Graph (RAG) is 
proposed by A Tremeau and P. Colantoni [5, 6], In general, authors only add one criterion 
of homogeneity in their region growing approaches. Different from general authors, A 
Tremeau and P. Colantoni suggest that three criteria of homogeneity must be used to perform 
a relevant region growing process. These criteria are as follow (a pixel could be associated 
to a region R丨 if)： 
1) it is similar enough to at least one adjacent pixels belonging to the region R•， 
2) it is similar enough to the mean value o f the set o f adjacent pixels belonging to the 
region R,� 
3) it is similar enough to the mean value representative o f the region R, 
Usually, only the first critcnon slated above is used for rcmon urowint： RG with RACi 
w w » 
includes two steps i) region growing process, ii) region adjacency graph urowinu proccss 
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3,1 Algorithm 
3.1.1 Region Growing Process (RGP) 
The principle of region growing is as follows. At a given step of the procedure, we 
have (see fig.3.1) 
— 圍 Labeled pixels (R) 
p 輕 辩 ： 剩 r n • 二 _ 二 二 • Current pixel (P')  
M^'f^ H Neighbours of P，(V) in R 
Fig.3.1 RG with RAG El Next pixel to be processed (P) 
Let R set of pixels already gathered in the region under study; 
P， current pixel gathered in the region under study; 
V set of pixels, neighbouring P ' ; 
P next pixel to be processed. 
Considering the three merging predicates introduced in the last page, a pixel P can be 
merged with its neighbour P ' g V if 
1) d2 (Hp，Cp.) is sufficiently small; 
2) d^(Cp,jIv) is sufficiently small; 
3) is sufficiently small; 
where (resp. jlj,) is the mean of the set of colors { } belonging to the 
neighborhood V (resp. in the region R being processed). 
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If the feature value of a pixel and the values (|Iv，^r) of a region is closed enough, the 
pixel is added to the region and (|I v，|I r ) of the latter are updated. If there are more than one 
regions which are closed enough, P is added to the closest region. If no neighboring region 
is closed enough, then a new region is defined. P is labeled as the seed of the new region. 
This process is next reiterated from the next pixel until scanning all over the image. 
3.1.2 Region Adjacency Graph Growing Process 
As L. Lucchese and S.K. Mitra [3] said, after a region growing procedure, there might 
exist some very small regions or there could be two or more neighboring regions grown at 
different times exhibiting similar attributes. A common post-processing provision consists 
therefore in a merging phase that eliminates such instances by generating broader regions and 
the RAG is the data structure that can be used conveniently in the merging phase. As each 
vertex Vi of the RAG corresponds a region R„ the mean colour � and the colour variance (ai) 
represent the colour distribution of Ri. At each edge Cy corresponds a pair of adjacent 
regions {Ri, Rj} and a colour distance d^(Ri, Rj) which can be used to compare the colour 
distribution of these two regions. 
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"2(7^,，70二 "2(A，/0 (3.1) 
In the author's study, the Fisher distance is used 
“ ) ： I f J , " a n d � 0 (3 
" 2 ( A， / 0 = I I A - A j l|2 if 0*1 = Oor cTj = 0 (3 3) 
where Nric is the number of pixels in region Rk. 
Let G be the set of vertices vj which have a connectivity to the vertex Vi. Then, we can 
consider G to be the set of neighbours of vertex Vi. That is equivalent to say that the set of 
regions Rj surrounding the region Ri defines the set of neighbours of region R,. Considering 
the three merging predicates previously introduced, vertex Vi could be merged with one of its 
neighbour vj e G if 
1) is sufficiently small; 
2) (R�，G) is sufficiently small; 
3) is sufficiently small; 
where S is the set of vertices being gathered which contains the vertex Vj. The flow chart for 
the complete RG with RAG process is shown in fig.3.2. 
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Input 
� / 
Choose a seed for the region at random  ^  
Calculate: 
“ ^ ⑴ d 呢 ， ⑵ ，(3) 
(1), (2), (y^^imiQsi than tlie thr ；sholds ^^^^^^^herwise 
•only one region sati^pgr •more than one regions satisfy 
the conditions^^^X^ the conditions / 
Pixel P is merged with its Pixel P is merged with the Pixel P is defined as the seed 
negihbour pixel P' closest region Kf of a new region 
Check whether all pixels are grown 
\j/Yes 
Construct the Region Adjacency Graph 
• vertices : the mean colour values; the colour variance < 
• edges : - colour distance between 2 vertices 
\l/ 
Calculate: 
(1) ,(2) d乂R ” G �, ( 3 ) 
(1)，(2), i^^^fMlcst than the thr jshoids ^ N ^ h e r w i s e 
•only one region satisfiper •more than one regions satisfy 
the conditions^^^^^ the condition� , ^ s ^ 
Pixel P is merged with its Pixel Pis merged with the Pixel P is defined as the seed 
negihbour pixel P' closest region R- of a new region 




Fig.3.2 Flow Chart of RG with RAG 
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3,2 Experiment Results 
3.2.1 Intensity Images 
In this part, results of Chinese character images are shown. Our target of this 
experiment is to separate the character from the background and connected regions are 
expected. 
Input ( 3 2 x 3 2 ) 
• 
“ Results of RGP ‘ 
f I卜I 11/ [•卜卜I 
； _ _ t 4 \ , ^  ‘ a 
Results of RAG Growing  
|國| 外 I. I. ~^“I 
Fig.3.3 Results of region growing process and RAG growing process of an intensity image 
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Input ( 3 2 X 32) 
• ^ ^ 
, Results of RGP  
• I LU I ,卜厂 
, � • 
Results of RAG Growing 
I國I? I Li.1 
Fig.3.4 Results of region growing process and RAG growing process of an intensity image 
Input ( 4 0 X 50 ) 
~ ~ Results of RGP 
- I ‘ I 
::-:•••:-:• .:...::..:.. 
_ _ [ _ _ 
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Results of RAG Growing  
[31,^ I .， 
i 
• - I 
h ' ^ - ' � I I 
i 
fc••丨• . • - I -- • • • • ‘ - • - • . • I . . . . . f  
Fig.3’5 Results of region growing process and RAG growing process of an intcnsih image ‘ 
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3.2.2 Colour Images (Using RGB) 
Repeat the experiment of section 2.2.2 using region growing with region adjacency 
graph instead of 2-means clustering. 
Input (180 X 200) 一 
• 
ofHO 働 VAO 
^ - L . i 
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Fig. 3.6 Result of RG with RAG of a colour image using RGB 
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I 
\ 
Fig.3.7 Result of RG with RAG of a colour image using RGB 
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3.2.3 Colour Image (Using Hue) 
Repeat the experiment of section 2.2.3 using region growing with region adjacency 
graph instead of 2-means clustering. 
with RAO 
纖 誦 齊 ！ 
________〔 : : : ::: : : : : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::：籠_^^議I ：霸___讓k ::::::::::::::::::::：： ：：::穩______. 
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I 
Fig.3.8 Result of RG with RAG of the input image in fig. 3.7 using Hue 
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3,3 Discussions 
The RGP is quite sensitive to the seed that is chosen randomly, the threshold values, and 
the order of pixels being processed. Change in seed, thresholds or the order of pixel growing 
would give different results. Some of the results are segmented badly. So, the thresholds 
must be adjusted to the optimum values carefully in order to get the best result. Moreover, 
there should have six thresholds preset for each image. 
d2(3p，〜.）“1 , d 2 ( E p , f I v ) “ 2 , d 2 ( 5 p A ) “ 3 
When doing experiments, different kind of images and different set of threshold values are 
tried. It is found that if we let 
dl = d2 = d3 ， d 4 = d5 = d6 
The results of RG with RAG are already satisfactory. So, we can try to reduce the number of 
thresholds from six to two. These thresholds are quite difficult to adjust because they are 
different from image to image. 
While we apply region growing for segmentation of pictures fig.3.6 and fig. 3.7, we have 
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to decide the threshold values very carefully. For case 1，two neighboring regions have 
similar colour. The thresholds selected should be small. For case 2, a region is not 
homogeneous itself. The thresholds selected should be large. For fig.3.7, both cases occur 
on the same image as shown in fig.3.9. 
Fig.3.9 Explanation of trade off between under-segmentation and over-segmentation 
If the thresholds selected are small, over-segmentation will happen in the area of case 2. 
If the thresholds selected are large，under-segmentation will happen in the area of case 1. In 
this experiment, I have tried with over 20 sets of thresholds. The best result, I think, is 
shown in fig.3.7. On the other hand, region growing using hue value is worse than using 
RGB. It can be observed that green colour region is merged with orange colour region in 
fig.3.8. It is because the two colours are nearby in the hue domain. 
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No matter the region growing process is applied with intensity, RGB or hue, there are 
always some small regions in the final results. It still happens although the RAG growing 
process is added. This is not what we want to happen in segmentation. In conclusion, the 
region growing process presented here is not good. 
The region growing method presented in this chapter is a region growing process and the 
region adjacency graph growing process is a region merging process. Both region growing 
process and region merging process are region-based algorithms. Region-based algorithms 
not only take the feature information into account for segmentation, but also the spatial 
information. The result of region-based segmentation is connected theoretically. In section 
3.2, all resultant regions are connected and this is what we expected. Nonetheless, a region 
growing process should be followed by region merging process. The results of RG process 
in fig.3.3, fig.3.4 and fig.3.5 are over-segmented and consist of some small regions. After 
the RAG growing process, the small regions are merged together and the number of regions 
decreased about 66%. Under this observation, the RAG growing process is very important 
of the RG with RAG method. 
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2-means clustering is simple in computation and so the computation time is short. RG 
with RAG requires longer computation time. The computation time of RG with RAG is 
about 4 times longer than that of 2MC. This is because RG with RAG has to update the 
mean feature values of R, after a pixel is grouped to Ri. Besides, RG with RAG is a two 
steps process. The computation is more complicate. On the other hand, comparing fig.3.3 
and fig.3.4 with fig.2.3，it seems that RG with RAG is less sensitive to noise than 2MC. It is 
because there are fewer "dots" and "holes" exist in the result of RG with RAG 
3.3.1 Advantages 
RAG provides a "spatial view" of the image, so the resultant regions are guaranteed to be 
connected. Let's review the three conditions of RG with RAQ 
1) it is similar enough to at least Ap adjacent pixels belonging to the region R,; 
2) it is similar enough to the mean value of the set of adjacent pixels belonging to the 
region R“ 
3) it is similar enough to the mean value representative of the region R,. 
The first condition used in the RAG growing process implies that two adjacent regions can be 
merged only if they are closed enough. Likewise, the second and the third conditions 
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Stipulate that this merging cannot be performed at the disadvantage of reducing the degree of 
homogeneity of the existing regions. For example， 




— ： — ： — I — 
^^ ��^r^^H 
— IV、： ^^m 
1 � � 
Fig. 3.10 Explanation of the function of the three conditions of RG with RAG 
S is the seed. A is the last pixel grown. B is the pixel already merged with region R. C is 
the current pixel being processed. It fulfills the first two conditions, but doesn't fulfill the 
third condition. It is because the feature vector of pixel C is too far away from the mean 
feature vector of region R. Therefore, C will form a new region. 
3.3.2 Disadvantages 
RG with RAG algorithm is inherently sequential. The regions produced depend on 
both the value of pixels first scanned and gathered to define each new region, and the order in 
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which the pixels are scanned. The performance of RG with RAG is very sensitive to the 
threshold values, e.g. 
Input Threshold of step 1 = 120 Threshold of step 1 = 130  
Threshold of step 2 = 90 Threshold of step 2 100 
w i t 臂 资 、 ？ 業 ” 
丛 惠 急 
小6地裔 ” K � 地 潜 
:穩__:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::________.::::::::::::::::::::^^^ 
(a) m (c) ： 
Fig. 3.11 Example shows the sensitivity of RG with RAG to thresholds 
Fig.3.11.b is the optimal solution of segmentation. When the threshold of the region 
growing step and the RAG growing step is increased slightly some of the objects (characters) 
are merged with the background in the results shown in fig.3.1 I.e. 
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The Normalized Cuts (NC) is a graph-based algorithm introduced by J. Shi and J. Malik 
7 , 8]. Its criterion measures both the total dissimilarity between the different groups as well 
as the total similarity within the groups. A set of points in an arbitrary feature space are 
represented as a weighted undirected graph G = (V，E). The nodes are the points in the 
feature space and the edges are formed between every pair of nodes. The weight on each 
edge is a function of the similarity. These weights form a weight matrix called affinity 
matrix. 
G can be partitioned into two disjoint sets，A and B, where A u B = V and A n B = 0 . 
The degree of dissimilarity between these two pieces can be computed as total weight of the 
edges that have been removed. In graph theoretic language, it is called the cut 
cut{A,B) = Y w (4.1) 
The optimal bipartition of a graph is the one that minimizes this cut value, and this method is 
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called minimum cut However, the minimum cut criterion favors cutting small sets of 
isolated nodes in the graph because the cut value increases with the number of edges going 
across the two partitioned parts (see fig.4.1). 
‘ • � . Mm-cut 1 
^ ‘ .•-. # 
# # ^ 1 ^ 
^ ！ \ m Mm-cut 2 
Better cut ‘ 
Fig.4.1 Normalized cut compared with minimum cut 
To avoid this, we compute the cut as a fraction of the total edge connections to all the 
nodes in the graph instead. This disassociation measure is called the normalized cut, Ncut. 
Ncut{A,B)=�《式灼+�《武灼 们、 
assoc{A,V) assoc(B,V) (碎‘� 
• 忧 ( 攻 厂 缺 r 拟 ( 4 . 3 ) 
assoc(B,V) = X從 胁〜 (4.4) 
NC is to bipartition the image graph by finding the smallest Ncut value. The cut that 
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partitions out small isolated points will no longer have small Ncut value, since this value will 
almost certainly be a large percentage of the total connection from that small set to all other 
nodes. 
4>1 Formulation of the Generalized Eigenvalue System 
Firstly, we define two matrices: the affinity matrix 炉and the diagonal degree matrix D 
The elements of W is 
f � 
w . 項 p | � | F ( 0 -八力 � l + x p - l l 耶 ) , ( ' • ) � ( 4 5) 
I� JC 
<y F L J 
[0 otherwise 
where F(i) = Intensity / RGB value of node i; 
X(i) = The coordinates of node i; 
cjf, cjx, r are pre-defined parameters. 
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The elements of D is 
^ = | 1 > 汝 ifi二 j (4.6) 
[0 otherwise 
Given a partition of nodes of a graph, V，into two sets A and B, let x be an N = |V 
dimension indicator vector, x, = 1 if node i is in A, and —1 otherwise. With the definitions of 
X and D we can rewrite Ncut(A,B) as: 
McutiA B) - 二> � " � ) — " " '产而 + Z(、<。，？。) — 
Let k = X ! �乂 ， ， a n d 1 be a vector of all ones. Using the fact that (l+x)/2 and 
(l-x)/2 are indicator vectors for Xi > 0 and Xi < 0 respectively, we can rewrite Ncut(x) as: 
— kl'Dl (l-k)l'Dl 開 
Let a(x) = x^(D-W)x, p(x) = l'^(D-W)x, y = 1^(D-W)1, and M = l^Bl, we can then further 
expand the above equation as: 
—(ajx) + r) + 2(1 - lk�P(x�l{a{x) + y)丨 2a{x)丨 2/ (4 9) 
A-(l — k)M M M ~M 
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dropping the last constant term, which in this case equals 0, we get 
( 1 - 2 众 + 2 ^： 2 ) 2(1-2k) , 
i-k 
Letting b = k / (1-k), and since y = 0, it becomes, 
—[(1 + X) - b(l - x)Y (D - W)[(l + X) — b(l - X)] 
二 Wm (4.11) 
Setting y = [(1+x) - b(l-x)]/2, it is easy to see that 
= y d , - b Y d , = 0 (4.12) 
y ^ D y - M ^ D l (4.13) 
Putting everything together we have, 
y Dy 
with the condition yi g {1, -b} and y^Dl = 0. 
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Note that the expression (4.14) is the Rayleigh quotient. If y is relaxed to take on real 
values, we can minimize equation (4.14) by solving the generalized eigenvalue system, 
( D - W ) y = ADy (4.15) 
However, we have two constraints on y, which come from the condition on the corresponding 
indicator vector x First consider the constraint y^Dl = 0. This constraint on y is 
automatically satisfied by the solution of the generalized eigensystem. We will do so by 
transforming equation (4.15) into a standard eigensystem, and show the corresponding 
condition is satisfied there. Rewrite equation (4.15) as 
D"2(D-W)D"2z = AZ (4.16) 
where z = D^ V zo = D^^ l^ and hence zo is in fact the smallest eigenvector of equation (4.16) 
and all eigenvectors of equation (4.16) are perpendicular to each other. In particular, zi the 
second smallest eigenvector is perpendicular to zq. Translating this statement back into the 
general eigensystem (4.15), we have 1) yo = 1 is the smallest eigenvector, and 2) 0 = zi'^ zo = 
T 
yi Dl，where yi is the second smallest eigenvector of (4.15). 
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Recall the Rayleigh quotient: 
Let A be a real symmetric matrix. Under the constraint that x is orthogonal to the j-1 
x^ Ax 
smallest eigenvectors xi,...，xj_i, the quotient - i s minimized by the next smallest 
X X 
eigenvector xj, and its minimum value is the corresponding eigenvalue Xj. 
As a result, we obtain; 
」 」 
• z 妒 ( D - W ) D — � ， … � 
= mm ^ - — — (4.17) 
0 z z 
and consequently, 
y " ( D - W ) y 
二 匪 / 胸 y^Dy (4.18) 
Thus，the second smallest eigenvector of the generalized eigensystem is the real valued 
solution to the NC problem. 
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4.2 Algorithm 
Given an image, let one pixel as a node. Set up a weighted graph G = (V,E) for the 
image. Compute the affinity matrix (W) and the diagonal degree matrix (D). Then, solve 
(D - W)y = A Dy for eigenvectors with the corresponding eigenvalues. Use the 
eigenvector with the second smallest eigenvalue to bipartite the graph. 
In [7]，the author suggested two approaches for bipartition. One approach is to set 
“zero” as the splitting point and to cut the graph to a group with positive elements and a group 
with negative elements. It is because yi g {1, -b}. Another approach is to rearrange the 
elements of the second smallest eigenvector from the smallest to the largest value, and then 
compute the Ncut value with all possible cuts. Find the cut which has the minimum Ncut 
value as the splitting point afterward. In this project, the graph is partitioned using 2-means 
clustering instead. The reason will be discussed in the experiment result section. 
After the bipartition, we make the decision whether the current partitions should be 
further subdivided. This is done by checking whether the Ncut is below a pre-specified 
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value. If the Ncut value is below the pre-specified value，the loss of similarity to implement 
the corresponding cut is small. Therefore further repartition should be implemented. 
Input 
\l/  
Compute \hQ Affinity Matrix, W 
r r 2) 
J \\m-FU)f]^ exp — 丨 !⑴ -确 if X(i)-XO/ <r 
^ij = exp^ aj, ( / I / / 
[O otherwise 
F�=Intens i ty / RGB value of node i & X(i) = The coordinates of node i 
^  
Compute the Degree Matrix, D 
.llLk^ik if dij = �“ 
[0 otherwise  
Decompose the generalized eigenvalue system (D — W)y = ADy 
Find the smallest eigenvalue and its corresponding eigenvector  
^  
Bipartition the graph by clustering the 
elements of the smallest eigenvector 
Ncut > 
乂 threshold 
Check whether the Ncut is smaller than the threshold 
assoc(A,V) assoc(B,V) ^ “ 权 b - ^ 
Output 
Fig.4.2 Flow Chart of NC 
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4.3 Modification of NC 
When we did the experiment, we met the difficulty of determining the optimal value of 
parameter, Gf. In [15], the author suggested using a local variance instead of finding the 
optimum parameter by trail and error. This local variance is taking the feature value of a 
pixel as the mean, and then compute the variance of the center pixel with its 8 nearest 
neighours. Thus，the equation of weight of edge is changed to 
J I I 八 0 - 赠 L exp - 州 - 邓 ） if | | X ( 0 - X O ) f < r 
^ ； ^ ! * 1 J • (4.19) 
[O otherwise 
Here we call Gf fix variance and call <jF(i) local variance Besides, I would like to 
introduce another possible prediction of Gf called global variance Firstly, the mean of the 
graph/sub-graph is calculated. Global variance is the variance of the graph/sub-graph. In 
section 4.4.2 and 4.4.3，the results using fix variance and using local variance will be 
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4,4 Experiment Results 
Some sexperiments have been done to evaluate the performance of NC. The experiment is 
divided into 3 parts: 
1) Feature images are used for investigating of the performance of NC. 
2) The same set of intensity images in chapter 2 and chapter 3 were used so that it is 
convenient to compare the performance between 2MC, RG with RAG and NC. 
3) Real colour images. 
In part 2) and 3), the affinity matrix is computed with the following simplified equations 
"Wy = exp< for fix variance; (4 20) 
‘\\F(i)-F(j)'] 
Wy = Qxp< > for local variance. ，1� 
、 > 
We only take the colour factor into account in the experiments because we want to compare 
the results using fix variance with the result using local variance without the involvement of 
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the spatial information. NC results of colour images using equation 
- r 2 
J e x p �丨 耶 ) - 糊 if\\X(0-X(j) 2 
w . . = exp^  
[ � J 
[0 otherwise 
will be presented in Chapter 5. 
4.4.1 Feature Images 
Firstly，we use a 3x3 gray-level feature image to check whether the algorithm of NC 
using equation (4.20) can find the minimum Ncut value or not. 
0 255 255 
0 0 255 
255 0 0 
Fig.4.3 Original image 
All possible bipartitions are tried and the Ncut values are computed manually. The resultant 
partition is allowed to be non-connected, e.g. 
0 255 j 255 Q 
2p6 0 I /O 255 | \ Q 
S e t A S e t B Fig.4.4 Two possible cuts g ^ t B Set A 
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It is found that the minimum Ncut = 0，and there are three cuts give the minimum Ncut value. 
They are (the blue lines indicate the locations of cuts) 
Q 255 255 I Q I 255 I 255 [ 0 | 255 | 255 
0 0 255 0 0 255 0 Q _ 255 
255 } 0 { 0 I [ 255 I 0 0 255 Q 0 
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig.4.5 The partitions with minimum Ncut value 
For NC, we get a unique result (see fig.4.6) with Ncut = 0. 
Q 255 255 
0 0 255 
255 I 0 0 
Fig.4.6 The result of NC 
NC can find the minimum Ncut value which equals to zero, and one of the possible optimal 
bipartition solution. 
Now, we look at a set of 5-point feature point images. In this set of images, four feature 
points are kept in the same position and one feature point is moved in direction that from the 
top-left comer to the bottom-right comer. 
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^ ^ . ‘ * ‘ 
“ ： » V 
Fig.4.7 A set of 5-point images 
For each image, the NC results will be shown in follow. Besides, the eigenvalues and the 
corresponding eigenvectors are plotted. 
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Fig.4.9 Results of the T" image in fig.4.7. 
(a) input, (b) to (c) results, (d) plot of eigenvalues, (e) to (i) plot of eigenvectors. 
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o o o 
^ J (h)一:,… w  
Fig .4 .10Resul ts of the 3扣 image in fig.4.7. ‘ 
(a) input, (b) to (c) results, (d) plot of eigenvalues, (e) to (i) plot of eigenvectors. 
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Fig 4 . 1 1 R e s u l t s of the image in fig 4.7. “ � 
(a) input, (b) to (c) results, (d) plot of eigenvalues, (e) to (i) plot of eigenvectors. 
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Fig.4.12 Results of the image in fig.4.7. 
(a) input, (b) to (c) results, (d) plot of eigenvalues, (e) to (i) plot of eigenvectors. 
All results in the last experiments have unique solutions. For ideal case，the elements 
of the second smallest eigenvector are piecewise constant and consist of two values only. 
One is positive. Another is negative. The results shown in fig.4.8 to fig 4.12 are therefore 
consistent with the theory. 
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The final example in this section is another 5-point feature image shown in fig.4.13. 
The result observed in this image is different from the last set of experiments. Let's see the 
results first, 
： M ： 餅 ^ 
：：| I J I “1 ~ n 
叫 I 
叫 I 磁 ！ … • t I丧 f 
" 一 去 ( . - - 1 …L rf 
- 2 减 - -4 ^^  ~ I ~ 
W ^ ————^ 
^ ^ ^ 
1 _ … I _ I 
• ^ ^ ' 1 • ^ I _ I 
™ I * I ^ ^ * t 
_ .! • i _ i  
^ (hF. ..—""" " w  
Fig.4.13 Results of another 5-point image, 
(a) input, (b) to (c) results, (d) plot of eigenvalues, (e) to (i) plot of eigenvectors. 
In fig.4.13.d, it seems that h and X2 have the same value and there are double solutions 
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for fig.4.13. However, under careful checking Xi is a very little smaller than 入2. Therefore, 
the solution for fig.4.13 is unique. Next，let's place our attention to fig.4.13.f. The 
elements of the eigenvector are no longer piecewise constant. One of the elements is valued 
zero. So, we cannot use the author's suggested approach: use "zero" as the splitting point. 
Moreover, the author also suggested to re-arrange the elements of the smallest 
eigenvector from the smallest to the largest value. Then, partition the graph with the cut that 
has the minimum Ncut value. However, some elements may have the same value, so that 
they should have equal chance to be decided as the splitting point. Usually, during the 
re-arrangement, this fair chance is removed. It is found that the minimum Ncut value using 
this approach is sometime larger than that using 2-means clustering. Thus, this approach 
may give a wrong partition. 
Since we know the graph is partitioned into two parts, we propose to use 2-means 
clustering to bipartition the second smallest eigenvector, or say the graph. NC is now 
processing like a clustering algorithm. The difference is 2MC works in colour space, but NC 
works in eigen space. 
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4.4.2 Intensity Images 
Input ( 3 2 x 3 2 ) Result using fix a p - 15 Result using local ap ~ ~ 
• W - 升 
(a) m.  
The 2nd smallest eigenvector using fix a? 
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Fig.4.14 Results of NC of an intensity image, 
(a) input, (b) to (c) results, (d) to (e) plots of the smallest eigenvectors. 
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Fig.4.15 Results of NC of an intensity image, 
(a) input, (b) to (c) results, (d) to (e) plots of the smallest eigenvectors. 
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4.4.3 Colour Images 
Input (39x28) Result using fix gp - 100 Result using local ar 一 
a j i m ^ m i ^ H i 
^ m "V 
^^^^ IMMRt 
a ®  
The 2nd sinaiiest eigenvector using fix ap 
11 
^ ^ m - m m . 
^ m w m 
^ ^ m vmm 
- 圓 
The 2nd smallest eigenvector using local a? 
f — _ 
^ ^ , m m 
‘ -
^ m I -
f , p s i 
(e) ‘ 
Fig.4.16 Results of NC of a colour imap using RGB. 
(a) input, (b) to (c) results, (d) to (e) plots of the 2"^smallest eigenvectors. 
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Fig.4.17 Results of NC of a colour image using RGB. 
(a) input, (b) to (c) results, (d) to (e) plots of the 2"�smallest eigenvectors. 
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Fig.4.18 Results of NC of a colour image using RGB. 
(a) input, (b) to (c) results, (d) to (e) plots of the 2"^smallest eigenvectors. 
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From the experiments of section 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, we get the following conclusion. 
Originally, Qf is determined by trial and error. NC is not very sensitive to ap because the 
segmentation result doesn't change a lot over a wide range of value. The optimum qf was 
found with 4 to 5 trials. The results using the optimum fix variance and the results using the 
local variance are very similar. It is difficult to say whether using fix variance or local 
variance is better. 
The computation time of using local variance is longer than that using fix variance per 
cut. Using fix variance, several runs of NC are required to obtain the final result. However, 
we can get a robust segmentation result by running NC only once using local variance. So, 
the total computation time of NC using fix variance to get an optimum result is longer than 
that o fNC using local variance. 
The last but not least, the curve of the plot of the second smallest eigenvectors using both 
fix and local variances are similar. That means the distribution of the elements of that two 
second smallest eigenvectors are similar. That's why the resultant partitions of using fix 
variance are similar to that using local variance, (see fig.4.14.e to fig.4.18.e) 
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4,5 Discussions 
In section 4.4.2 and section 4.4.3，only the colour factor of the graph is considered. 
‘ 1 1 ^ ( 0 - ^ O ' f ] , [ \\F(i)-F(j)'] 
二 exp<^  } & = exp<^  — — — I � J � I � ( 0 
乂 夕 V J 
The graph is bipartitioned using 2-means clustering. So，NC can be considered as a 
graph-based clustering. NC works in eigen space and 2MC works in colour space. 
Compare the results in section 4.4 with section 2.2 in chapter 2, it is observed that clustering 
in eigen space is better than clustering in colour space as fewer noise presents in the 
segments. 
4.5.1 Advantages 
For intensity images, both NC and 2MC work in ID space, intensity space for 2MC and 
eigen space for NC For colour images, 2MC works in 3D colour space while NC still 
works in ID eigen space. Pixel- and region-based algorithms concentrated on the feature 
similarity within the segments only. On the other hand, graph-based algorithm concentrated 
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on the similarity and dissimilarity between nodes. Thus，the segmentation result of 
graph-based algorithm is more meaningful. 
4.5.2 Disadvantages 
Here, we use one node to represent one pixel. Although we apply NC to a small image, 
there is still a large amount of data to be processed. The computation time is very long, e.g. 
a 50-by-50 image needs an hour to finish one cut using MatLab. Also there is a large 
amount of data, a lot of memory spaces are required. The computation time and the memory 
spaces required will be largely increased as the size of the input image increased. 
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Pixel-Region-Graph Method (PRG) is a method that combines pixel-，region- and 
graph-based algorithms to segment colour images. Why do we have to utilize three different 
types of algorithms? First of all, pixels are the basic elements of an image. Segmentation 
on pixels would require no pre-processing. However, the pixel-based algorithms are very 
sensitive to noise and the segmentation results usually consist of some isolated "dots" and 
"holes". Also, the resultant segments are usually non-connected. While in real images, 
segmented regions should correspond to connected objects. For example, if there are three 
tennis balls in an image, a pixel-based algorithm may take all the tennis balls as one segment. 
While ideally, each tennis ball should form one segment by itself. 
A region-based algorithm takes both colour information and spatial information of pixels 
into account during segmentation. Therefore, if a region-based algorithm is applied to the 
results of the pixel-based algorithm, the resultant regions will be connected and homogeneous. 
Refer to the last example, if the three tennis balls are segmented as a cluster, the region-based 
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algorithm would based on the location differences of the three clouds of pixels to further 
separate the cluster into three regions with homogeneous colour. 
In recent years, researchers have studied images segmentation as graph partition. Sets 
of pixels are represented by a number of nodes, and then the relationship between pairs of 
nodes, which are defined as edges, are computed. Then, the image is segmented at where 
the edges are weak. In principle, each node of a graph can be a pixel or a region. However, 
it is more meaningful to have one node representing a region which corresponds to a part of 
an object. Edges in a graph give different kind of spatial information compared with region 
growing. Region growing combines nearby pixels or nodes to form regions if they have 
similar feature. The edges in a graph measure both similarity and dissimilarity between 
pairs of nodes in the global sense. If some of the edges are weak, we should cut these edges 
and segment the nodes connected by these edge. If another set of edges is strong, we should 
take the nodes connected by these edges as a segment. 
There are totally three stages for the proposed PRG method. The algorithm we use in 
this research at each stage is 
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今 Pixel-based: 2-Means Clustering 
今 Region-based: Region Growing with Region Adjacency Graph 
今 Graph-based: Normalized Cut 
In the last three chapters, we have discussed the above algorithms' advantages and 
disadvantages. As pointed out in [2], all colour image segmentation algorithms perform well 
for some kinds of images, but badly for the others. Combining different methods could lead 
to further improvement in the segmentation result. For example, [4] had proposed 
combining unsupervised clustering in the color space with region growing in the image space. 
Here, we have tried to overcome the problem(s) of one of the methods (2-means clustering / 
region growing / normalized cut) by the other two methods. 
5.1 Algorithm 
We have already introduced 2-means clustering, region growing with region adjacency 
graph and normalized cut. So, we are going to skip the theories and only go through the 
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implementation in this chapter. Necessary modifications are made on the three algorithms to 
integrate them for better performance. PRG segments an input image firstly based on its 
colour information. Clustering is simple to be applied and gives good performance in this 
sense. For convenience, the first step is called step P in the following. The second step, 
step R, is to segment the image based on the result of step P with the spatial information. 
Region growing is a well known algorithm which takes both colour and spatial information 
into account for segmentation. Lastly, we construct a graph for the image and segment the 
image by a graph partition methodology - normalized cut. We call this step as step G 
5.1.1 StepP 
In step P, we apply 2-means clustering which is introduced in chapter 2. The purpose of 
this step is to segment the image into homogeneous clusters. Small isolated pixels appear as 
noise in the resultant clusters. At step R, non-connected sets of pixels within the same 
cluster are segmented into connected regions with homogeneous colour. Since we don't 
want the number of segments generated form step P to step R increases significantly, we 
propose to remove the "noise" pixels by filtering. A 3-by-3 window is used for the filtering. 
We place the window centered at the target pixel. If the number of neighbours of the target 
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pixel inside the window is less than 3, we consider the target pixel as noise and remove it. 
5.1.2 StepR 
Each homogeneous cluster is segmented into a few connected regions using region 
growing with region adjacency graph. For this step, if the region growing conditions are not 
satisfied, the cluster is segmented. Naturally, non-connected sets of pixels are segmented 
whether the region growing conditions are satisfied or not. For detail, please refer to 
Chapter 3. 
Here，we remove small regions in order to reduce the computation time of next step. 
For example, we remove the regions which contain less than 50 pixels. This number 
depends on the size of the smallest feature that we want to keep. The upper limit of the 
number of pixels should be filtered must be smaller than the number of pixels of the smallest 
feature in an image. Besides, the upper limit should not be larger than 0.2% (from the 
experience of experiments) of the number of pixels of the image. These removed regions are 
so small that the information provided by them is very minor. 
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After the region growing process, an image graph is constructed for the normalized cut 
process. The node of the graph is now the mean colour of the region. The edge of the 
graph indicates whether two nodes are adjacent or not. If they are adjacent，the edge is equal 
to ‘ 1，. Otherwise, the edge is equal to ‘0，. 
5.1.3 StepG 
We compute the affinity matrix, diagonal degree matrix，and generalized eigen system as 
in chapter 4. The difference between the PRG method and chapter 4 is that the node 
represents one region instead of one pixel. In computing the affme matrix, a pre-defined 
value a is needed. For step G of PRQ we use the global a because local a does not give 
satisfying results. Let's see the following example， 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Using global a Using local a Using local a “ 
Input (159x159) Threshold = 100 Threshold = 100 Threshold = 500 
No. of segments = 26 No. of segments = 27 No. of segments - 23 
mSm 
Remark: Optimal Segmentation Over-segmentation Under-segmentation 
Fig. 5.1 The segmentation results of PRG using global and local a. 
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After the graph is bi-partitioned, we calculate the variance of the elements of the second 
smallest eigenvector of each partitioned. If the variance is larger than a threshold, the 
partition needs to be repartitioned. The cut stops until all partitions have variances less than 
the threshold. After the normalized cut process, pixels of the image have to be relabeled. 
If nodes are in the same partition and there is a chain of connection (i.e. edge[a,b] = edge[b，c] 
=edge[c,d] = 1), these nodes share the same label. On the other hand, if two nodes are in the 
same partition and the edge is equal to '0', they are assigned with different labels. Of course, 
nodes in different partitions use different sets of labels. 
Finally, we further remove small segments from the result. For example, if we have 
removed regions with less than 50 pixels in step R and segments with less than 100 pixels will 
be removed this time. Same as step R, the upper limit of the number of pixels to be filtered 
must be smaller than the number of pixels of the smallest feature in the image that we want to 
keep. Moreover, the upper limit should not be larger than 0.4% (from the experience of 
experiments) of the number of pixels of the image. 
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Input 
— ~ ~ ~ — •> j2-Means Clustering 
W 
Remove noise from clusters : 
Using a 3x3 window. The window is centered at the target pixel. 
I If its no. of neighbours < 3/8, the target pixel is removed 
jCheck : The clusters' variance < Threshold d < - ~ H Tiiresliold C 
傲 
Region Growing Process (cluster by cluster): 
1. Select a seed randomly 
2. Merge with a region if the following conditions are fulfilled 
-d^{c(i),c(j)} , d'{c(i),c(mean ofV)}，d'{c(i),c(mean ofR)} < Threshold R 
-choose the shortest distance region if more than one region fulfill the conditions 
3. Otherwise, form a new region 
V f li all pixels mo labelled ^ � 
！ 1" NOT all pixds are hbekd Construct the Region Adjacency Graph (RAG) 耗::::::: 
Node - mean colour of the region 
J/ n1/  
RAG Growing Process : 
1. Start from label ‘1， 
� 2. Merge with a region if the following conditions are fulfilled 
-d^{Ri,Rj}，d^{Ri,(mean of G)} , d^{Ri,(mean of S)} < Threshold G 
-choose the shortest distance region if more than one region folfill the conditions 
3. Otherwise, form a new region 
li" NOT all dasters arc processed 
IfNOTali nodes aj'e labeled � ,� f a ! ! clusters are pi^ ocessed 
Construct the Image Graph : 
1. Remove regions that their size is smaller than "limit 1" i . . , i 
” �T J 1 , , . l imit 1 2.1 Node - mean color of the region 
2.2 Edge - ‘ r if 2 regions are connected, 'O'if 2 regions are not connected 
y 
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\l/ 
1. cr = variance of the image graph 
2. Affinity Matrix, w^ = exp{-\ \X(i) -X(j)\where X(i) is the node color 
3. Degree Matrix, dy if i , = 0 otherwise 
4. Generalized Eigenvalue System, (D-W)y = ADy , 
5. Find the smallest eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector 
6. Bipartite the smallest eigenvector by 2-means clustering 
7. Calculate the variance of each partition 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 vanaiicc of a^ i pariitions < thmhold N 
If aj5y vmaiice of parti dons > threshold N y 
Renew the ‘label’ of the pixelj 誦 麵 _ ！ 賴 广 
:k.  
Remove segments that their size is smaller than "limit 2" < Lijiii j. 2 
V 
Output 
Fig.5.2 Flow chart of PRG 
5,2 Compare PRG Method with Other Methods 
PRG Method 2-Means Clustering (2MC) 
More complicate in computation as it is 1 step process. 
combined with 3 steps. Very simple in computation. 
Step R & step Gtake the spatial information No spatial relationship among colours is 
into account. considered. 
Table 5.1 Compare PRG with 2MC 
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PRG Method Region Growing with Region Adjacency 
Graph (RG with RAG) 
The clusters formed from step P are already Sensitive to the threshold values, 
homogeneous. The results of step R are 
insensitive to the thresholds unless they are 
too small. 
Less sensitive to the seed selection and path of Sensitive to the seed selection and the path of 
seed growing. seed growing. 
The growing of RAG can be neglected since After the region growing procedure, there may 
some small regions may merge with large exist some very small regions. So, the 
regions in step G Nevertheless, apply the merging phase, the growing o f R A Q must be 
RAG growing process could reduce the no. of included, 
nodes for step G and so as the computation 
time 
Table 5.2 Compare PRG with RG with RAG 
PRG Method Normalized Cuts (NC)  
Parameter, sigma, can be taken as the colour Parameters are difficult to predict. 
variance of the whole graph. 
Avery strong spatial relationships are built in Constrain of spatial relationships is weak, 
step R. 
Number of nodes is largely reduced after step No. of nodes = No. of pixels 
P and step R. The computation time and the The number of nodes for large image is a very 
request of memory space are much reduced, huge number. The computation time is very 
long and huge amount of memory space is 
required. 
Step G stops if all partitions' variances of the Ncut value is a measurement between two 
elements of the smallest eigenvector are partitions. The cuts stop if the Ncut value is 
smaller than a threshold. larger than a threshold. 
If one of the partitions variance is smaller than That means we have to partite a partition and 
the threshold, any further cut of that partition calculate the Ncut value before we decide this 
is stop. partition need to be bipartitioned or not. 
Table 5 • 3 Comparing PRG with NC 
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5.3 Experiment Results 
There are totally 5 set of experiments to be done. They are 
• From section 5.3.1 to 5.3.3, the results of PRG are compared with those of 2MC and 
RG with RAG 
• For section 5.3.4, the results of PRG are compared with those of NC. 
• For section 5.3.5, results of PRG using image with gradual colour change will be 
shown. 
In the results, one colour represents one segment and black colour represents the pixels 
removed by the filtering processes. 
5.3.1 Feature Image 
Feature image is a good example for us to test the performance of PRG. The following 
image is homogeneous of all segments. We can see clearly that how well or bad PRG does. 
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PRG-StepP PRG-StepR P R G S t e p G 
Input Threshold C = 5.5 Threshold R/G = 200000 Threshold N = 100 
(159x159) No. of segment = 6 Limit 1 = 1 Limit 2 = 15     
No. of segments = 32 No. of segments = 26 
BBS 
M 舶 妨 . 涕 
2MC，Threshold - 5.6 RG, Threshold = 40，Seed - [95,85] RG with RAG, Threshold = 20 
No. of segments = 13 No. of segments = 96 No. of segments 二 55 
� m (g) I 
Fig.5.3 The segmentation results of PRG against those of 2MC and RG with RAG 
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Firstly, we compare the result of step P of the PRG with the result of the 2MC. It can 
be seen that the main segments in fig.5.3.b and fig.5.3.e are the same. There are some small 
clusters in fig.5.3.e, but these small clusters are filtered at step P of the PRG Method. Now, 
we put our concentration on the results of step G and 2MC. Note that clustering will put 
different objects of same colour in one cluster. The leaf shape pattern in fig.5.3.a should be 
segmented in different segments. The final result of PRG has segmented the 12 leaf shape 
patterns into 12 segments while the 2MC has segmented those patterns into one cluster. 
Then, we compare the result of step R of PRG (fig.5.3.c) against the result of RG with 
RAG (fig.5.3.f & fig.5.3.g). For fig.5.3.f, each region is seen clearly but has been 
over-segmented. Three regions — the background, the head of the panda and the ball — are 
over-segmented. For fig.5.3.g, the leaf shape pattern cannot be segmented from the 
background. This is called under-segmented. After the merging process — RAG growing, 
the problem of over-segmentation is solved. However, the problem of under-segmentation 
cannot be solved using the merging process. In conclusion, fig.5.3.c gives a better 
segmentation result than the RG with RAG In addition, the problem of over-segmentation 
in fig.5.3.c is solved after step G. 
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5.3.2 Real Images 一 Set 1 
The objective to segment the notices that we see daily is to extract the characters and the 
feature pattern that has the same meaning as the notice. Our target is to extract: 1) “E”，“X”， 
“I”，"T”，“出”，“口，，for fig.5.4; 2) "C", "A”，“U”，"T”，“1”，“0”，"N", “E”，“T”，“F’， 
"L，’，“0”, “0”，T，“小”，“心”，“地”，“滑” and the human slipped pattern for fig.5.5. 
Input (240x320) "“ 
i 
PRG-Step P PRG-StepR PRG-Step G 一 
Threshold C = 30 Threshold R/G = 200000 Threshold N = 300 
No. of segments = 2 Limit 1 = 1, No. of segments 二 15 Limit 2 = 30, No. of segments = 9 
- - - - - - - - ' 、 - - - … . V - - — 2  
r . • • - . • .. .. . • .. .. . • .,........•..•心•.••.••.••.••,••,••.••.••.••.••.••.••..•..•.. • .. . • ., .. . • ....... •：心..:--:..:.•‘..、•.,....•••.•.，..••..•..•... ..•‘...‘..... . ‘.、心 
• • ,. •. .. . • .... •, .. . • .. .. . •.-,:••:••>•、•:• .. . • •. . • .. .. . • . • • ., .. .. . • . • . • .. ., . • , ‘：•:-:••.--•, • . • .......... ：.'：.,：'••：.•： 
— • — . ‘ ― . . 一 麗 —• - 一 一 ： : : y . 
丨 _ _ ：丨丨 
；EXITS^Oli EXT出醒 1 EXITS醒‘I 
？泣.. ；绍 
：‘ 
• - •• • 射 幼. 
2MC RG RG with RAG ~ ^ 
Threshold = 30 Threshold = 135 ’ Seed = [0,0] Threshold = 100 
No. of segments 2 No. of segments = 24 No. of segments : 13 
： " •• - • • • - • '"'： 
-'‘ 心。： 後：起 ： -.：.-.；^、: .r. .-• 
— 较 S 
.： 如 i x ；二 vv.) -• . m ••• 
•• 计-ii。 稍 M 
； 、丨 ：鐘\ . _ 
— 隱 i 
Fig.5.4 The segmentation results of PRG against those of 2MC and RG with RAG. 
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拽”!ffOx 涵 ~ ~ 
^ w r r r t o c w 
(a)  
PRG-Step P PRG-Step R PRG-Step G 
Threshold C = 40 Threshold R/G = 200000 Threshold N = 1000 
No. of segments = 3 Limit 1 = 1，No. of segments = 61 Limit 2 = 60 , No. of segments = 35 
I 乘 I 遞 驚 地 看 
2MC RG RG with RAG 
Threshold = 34 Threshold = 120，Seed = [0,0] Threshold - 90 
No. of segments 4 No. of segments = 99 No. of segments = 46 
飞。、、，〜 :》。： :： - , ： 
幽t ： I醒：I:蟲 
Fig.5.5 The segmentation results of PRG against those of 2MC and RG with RAG. 
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The two experiments above clearly show the problem when no spatial information is 
taken into account. 2MC can just extract the words or sentences but cannot extract the 
characters one by one. 
Comparing the result of step R of PRG (fig.5.4.c) with the result of RG with RAG 
(fig.5.4.g), fig.5.4.g is seemed to be better than fig.5.4.c. It is because the character "E" and 
"X" are over-segmented in fig.5.4.c. Then, we compare the result of step R (fig.5.5.c) with 
the result of RG with RAG (fig.5.5.g). It is difficult to say which one is better. It is 
because the character “地” is over-segmented in fig.5.5.c, and the character "C" and "A" are 
under-segmented in fig. 5.5.g. The results of step G of PRG and the results of RG with RAG 
are nearly the same. The results of PRG can extract all characters. The results of RG with 
RAG growing can extract almost all characters. The only failure is the character "A" in 
5.3.3 Real Images - Set 2 
The gum packages are more complicated than the notices. The gum packages not only 
include some characters but also some special patterns on the background. 
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Input (187x567) ‘ 
卑 
PRG -Step P 2MC 
Threshold C =25 Threshold = 28 
No. of segments = 15 No. of segments = 14 
• - 渊。 , … . z . ： 〜 ‘ ： … … ， " 胁 “： 
PRC -Step R RG 
Threshold R/G = 200000，Limit 1 = 100 Threshold = 80，Seed = [1,1] 
No. of segments = 59 No. of segments = 358 
' '： ‘‘ -,〜.：-V' ‘ - ‘‘ - 0.-； 
‘ - ？‘、 ‘ 、：-‘‘ ‘： 
.、. .、...:：.：.....-...... . … . . . . • � . : : �. I . ^ 
； , . z , � ( c } . . . . : - - - . . ⑩ ， , - . . / . .  
PRG -Step G RG with RAG 
Threshold N = 400, Limit 2 = 200 Threshold = 70 
No. of segments = 28 No. of segments = 145 
必、、： \"/S^y 广 ， . ： ： “ ： 。 C, ： , ：於：.,於.C,广•广一一广•, .r：,. . 於 , A O ? , • . _ _  
^ ― — — — — — — — — — — — ^ M — ^ ― — — — — — l a w 
Fig.5.6 The segmentation results of PRG against those of 2MC and RG with. RAG 
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「 ： ： 、 、 . 、 “ 、 r  
j 爹 I 
PRG-Step R ..：：^^  t 
Threshold R/G = 200000 %. 
Limit 1 = 20 ；| ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
No. of segments = 93 ^ ^ ^ 
j 
1 ^P^ ！ 
、sssssssssxssssi 
I 爹 I 
i ^ .急 I 
— I 〜\ ！ 90 
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^   
r , 乂 一 , 缚 . 
j g l ^ H I I I 
RAG 
— — — — I M ^ I 
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“ y 、二 - . - .二--/ - y - . ‘ “ -
Thres^ld = 35 | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | ^ � � � 
No. of segments = 11 
" • • • • l l l l i l l l l l l l l i l i l l      
Fig. 5.7 The segmentation results of PRG against those of 2MC and RG with RAG 
(P.S. For more experiment results，please refer to the appendix L) 
In this set of experiments, it is no doubt that the results of PRG are better than the results 
of RG with RAG. First, we pay our attention on the results of the region growing process. 
The numbers of regions are very large. Over half of the regions are isolated point and this is 
a great drawback of the traditional region growing process. In order to improve this problem, 
the author added a region merging process - RAG growing — after the region growing process. 
The number of regions is reduced about 50% after the RAG growing process. Nevertheless, 
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there are still many isolated pixels the final result of the RG with RAG. 
Another problem is the trade off between under-segmentation and over-segmentation. 
For example, for fig.5.6.f, part of the package of "Extra" is merged with the background and 
this is so called under-segmentation. If we decrease the threshold, the problem of 
under-segmentation will be improved but the number of regions will be increased. On the 
other hand, the character "t" and "r" of the word "Extra" are segmented into two parts. This 
is called over-segmentation. If we increase the threshold, the problem of over-segmentation 
will be improved but the problem of under-segmentation will become worse. It is difficult to 
avoid under-segmentation and over-segmentation in the result of RG with RAG What can 
we do is to try hard to keep the main feature(s) in the input image not to be over-segmented or 
under-segmented. 
In chapter 3, we have introduced the algorithm of RG with RAG. It involves six 
thresholds: three for the first step and three for the second step. However, the number of 
thresholds can be reduced to two: one for each step. To compare the results of PRG and RG 
with RAQ it seems that the problem of over-segmentation or under-segmentation using PRG 
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is less serious than that of RG with RAG. Besides, step R of PRG is much less sensitive to 
the threshold values than RG with RAG. It is one of the nice properties of PRG method. 
5.3.4 Real Images - Set 3 
PRG method and NC are applied to fig.5.8.a and fig.5.9.a. The results of PRG is 
compared with those of NC. 
NC with colour factor only NC 
Input CTf = 50 ap = 50 , ax - 10 , r - 20 
(64x64) Mix. Ncut = 0.0050 Mix. Ncut = 0.0004 
No. of segments = 6 No. of segments =^  38 
• m Ha：®：；：：：^^ 
r (a) … � 二 二 / 彻：：：〜 “广 ^ fe)  
PRG - Step P PRG - Step R PRG - Step G 
Threshold C = 34 ThresholdR/G = 200000 Threshold N = 5 0 
No. of se^ents = 6 Limit 1 = 10 , No of s c l e n t s = 12 Limit 2 = 20 , No. of segments = 9 
•二:•翻讓驗_::.::::_ 
. . . ； ： • • • O H - , 〜 ^ B ； • 丨 . ： , — ^ ^ j 
：、：、. - - 广:。、：〜"…晨…….，、 (f) 
Fig.5.8 The segmentation results of PRG against those of NC. 
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NC with colour factor only ^ 
Input (7f = 50 a F - 5 0 , a x - 1 0 , r - 100 
(50x50) Mix. Ncut = 0.0004 Mix. Ncut = 0.0001   
No- of segments = 3 No. of segments = 13 
ffi_： - … ： 彻 ” “/ ： “ � (e)  
PRG -Step P PRG -Step R PRG -Step G 
Threshold O 40 Threshold R/G = 200000 Threshold N = 100 
No. of segments = 2 Limit 1 10 , No. of segments = 6 Limit 2 = 20 , No. of segments 二 6 
‘ ‘ ： ： - . ： ‘ 、 ： . ： … ’ 广 〜 ： ： 。 “ - - ： Z ‘ 
^ 二7:::/;: ：::: \ \ m： 。’ ： ： m 
：雜资繊纖纖德德繞德德凝簿総麟織德雜総纖麟纖微续麟錢银 
。“ m , , ： , ： \ m - ？ 广 。 
Fig.5.9 The segmentation results of PRG against those of NC. 
(RS. For more experiment results, please refer to the appendix II.) 
We compare fig.5.8.c and fig.5.9.c with fig.5.9.f and fig.5.9.f. Fig.5.9.f is the result we 
expected. The background in fig.5.8.f is over-segmented. On the other hand, fig.5.9.c is 
over-segmented and fig.5.8.c is under-segmented. Based on the observations we have made 
from section 5.3.4, we can draw a conclusion that PRG has a lower chance of being 
over-segmentation and under-segmentation than NC. 
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5.3.4 Real Images 一 Set 4 
Result of Step P 
Input (439x451) Threshold C = 23  
No. of segments = 24 
I 鮮 I I 爹 I 
(a) (b) 
Result of Step R Result of Step G 
Threshold R/G = 200000 Threshold N = 1800 
Limit 1 = 20 Limit 2 = 75 
No. of segments = 187 No. of segments = 27 
圃 I國 
(c) (d) 
Fig.5.10 Results of PRG using image with gradual colour change. 
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Result of Step P 
Input (300x400) Threshold C = 40 
No. of segments = 6 
M M 
(a)  
Result of Step R Result of Step G 
Threshold R\G = 200000 Threshold N = 500 
Limit 1 = 20 Limit 2 = 30 
No. of segments = 149 No. of segments =114 
[ i M l ^ S I B M 
(C)  
Fig.5.11 Results of PRG using image with gradual colour change. 
5.4 Discussions 
Filtering of step P of PRG makes the 2MC process less sensitive to noise. The 
maximum colour distance in region growing = (255-0)2 + (255-0)2 + ^255-0)^ = 195075. 
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The threshold values of step R used in section 5.3 are kept at 200000，which is larger than the 
maximum colour distance. That means, in theory, step R will just segment the 
non-connected clouds of pixels into different regions. The connected clouds of pixels won't 
be segmented. However, for the real case, the result is a little bit different from the theory 
due to the path of region growing. 
^ ^ Direction of the seed growing 
A '―…— — - • � e A 
• Seed 
；neighbours are 
labeled, so it forms 
丨w region 
Fig.5.12 Error of step R of PRG 
That's why a connected cloud of pixels is segmented in to different parts although the 
threshold is set to be larger than the maximum colour distance. In order to correct the error 
of the seed growing process, we apply the RAG growing process after the seed growing 
process. The RAG growing process is not necessary because these adjacent regions may 
merge after step G. Nonetheless, base on the observation of different results, using RAG 
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growing process to minimize the error before step G is applied gives better results. It is 
because after RQ there are many small regions formed. The RAG growing process merges 
these small regions with larger regions. Also, the RAG growing process can correct the 
mistake stated in fig.5.12. 
5.4.1 Advantages 
Graph partition is better than image segmentation strategy than the one bases on pixel or 
region. It is because pixel-based and region-based methods measure the pixel similarity 
within a segment only. However, graph partition measures not only the similarity within a 
segment but also the dissimilarity between segments. Noise pixels and small segments are 
filtered, so the result of PRG is free from noise. Besides, the information lost is negligible 
when the segments filtered are very small in size. Since the number of nodes of the graph is 
much reduced. The computation time of PRG is shorter than the computation time of NC. 
The rough computation times are shown in chapter 6. 
5.4.2 Disadvantages 
The computation of PRG is quite complicated since it is a combination of three different 
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algorithms. Simple image may not require such a complicated algorithm for segmentation, 
e.g. the character images shown in chapter 2，3，4. Line with one pixel width will be deleted 
during filtering. PRG is not suitable for segmenting image with many thin line features. 
For such case, we have an option to "switch off , the filter functions. However, if we switch 
off the filter functions, we get the trade off that the result of PRG method is affected by noise. 
5.5 Image Graph 
After the segmentation of the PRG algorithm, an input image is segmented into different 
connected, homogeneous parts. Image segmentation is a pre-process for some other image 
processing applications. One of the examples is object recognition. An image graph can 
easily be constructed from the segmentation result. The graph can contain the following 
parameters, 
Node : mean colour (mi), colour variance, and no. of pixels of a segment 
Edge : colour distance (||mi — mj|| ), and the centroid distance between two nodes 
Three experiment images are chosen as examples. Image graphs are constructed for these 
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images. The node is represented by a square with a label The colour of the node is taken 
as the mean colour of it. The gray line represents the edge. 
Input Image PRG Segmentation Result 
圓 _ 
Graph Representing the Image  
t ...』 
, M s m 
1 1K// ] � f f 
4 9 
Fig.5.13 Image graph of fig.5.8 
Input Image PRG Segmentation Result 
圓 H 
圓 I m 
Graph Representing the Image  
5 W i " 1&5 
I 18/ 
Fig.5.14 Image graph of fig.II.2 
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Input Image PRG Segmentation Result 
Graph Representing the Image 
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Fig.5.15 Image graph of fig.L2 
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In this thesis, we have studied: i) a pixel-based algorithm，2-means clustering; ii) a 
region-based algorithm, region growing with region adjacency graph [5, 6]; iii) a graph-based 
algorithm, normalized cuts [7, 8]; iv) a new algorithm, pixel-region-graph (PRG) method. 
The PRG method combines 2-means clustering (called step P), region growing with region 
adjacency graph (called step R), and normalized cuts (called step G) for unsupervised colour 
image segmentation. From the experiment results, we can see that the PRG method 
performs better than the clustering, region growing and normalized cuts approaches. Now, 
we consider whether the proposed method, PRG can fulfill the strategies stated in the 
introduction or not. 
i) The resultant segments are homogeneous and connected. 
Step P of PRG ensures that each cluster is homogeneous in colour. Step R segments the 
non-connected clusters into connected regions with homogeneous colour. Step G takes 
both the colour and spatial information into account as a merging process. So, the final 
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segmentation result must be homogeneous and connected. 
ii) The method has a reasonable computation time. 
Since 2MC, RG with RAQ NC and PRG are written by different programming 
languages, it is unfair to compare their exact computation time. Take a 64x64 image as 
reference, the rough running time in a PC with 500MHz CPU of 
• 2MC (using visual C++) is about 2 seconds; 
• RG with RAG (using visual C++) is about 30 seconds; 
• NC (using MatLab) is about 4 days; 
• PRG (using visual C++ and MatLab) is about 1 minute. 
From above, although PRG takes longer computation time than 2MC and RG with RAG, 
its computation time requirement is still acceptable, comparing to the Ncut approach. 
iii) The method should not be sensitive to the threshold, seed or any preset parameter. 
Since the result of step P would be further segmented by step R, step P is less sensitive to 
the threshold that controls the homogeneity of clusters than 2MC. For example, the 
cluster in fig.5.7.b includes the green and yellow colour which are non-connected, will 
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be segmented into two regions in step R of PRG. While, 2MC requires an optimal 
threshold to segment the green colour and the yellow colour into two clusters (see 
fig.5.7.g). The input clusters of step R are already homogeneous. The main duty of 
step R is to segment the non-connected clusters into connected regions. Therefore, the 
RG with RAG process of step R is no longer sensitive to the thresholds. One problem 
of NC is the prediction of the preset parameters. In step G，gf can be computed from 
the graph constructed in step R automatically. In addition, step G is insensitive to the 
threshold that controls when to stop the cuts. Thus, this step is insensitive to the 
threshold too. 
iv) The method should not be sensitive to the input image type. 
In the above experiments, different kinds of images are used. They include feature 
image and real images. With the feature image, we can test the performance of PRG 
under a noiseless condition and the result is very good. We can see notice boards 
anywhere in indoor scene, e.g. in department store. For the notice images, our purpose 
of segmentation is to extract the characters and get to understand the message of the 
notice in the object recognition phase. The experiments of gum packages are more 
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difficult than the experiments of notices boards. Apart from the pattern of the packages 
being more complex than the feature and notice board images, there is lighting effect of 
indoor lighting presented in the image set. Nonetheless, the PRG method has a good 
performance on all the images used in this thesis. However, to fully evaluate the 
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Fig.1.1 The segmentation results of PRG against those of 2MC and RG with RAG. 
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Fig.1.2 The segmentation results of PRG against those of 2MC and RG with RAG 
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Fig.I.3 The segmentation results of PRG against those of 2MC and RG with RAG 
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Fig. 1.4 The segmentation results of PRG against those of 2MC and RG with RAG. 
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Fig. 1.5 The segmentation results of PRG against those of 2MC and RG with RAG. 
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Fig. 1.6 The segmentation results of PRG against those of 2MC and RG with RAG. 
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Fig.I.8 The segmentation results of PRG again those of 2MC and RG th RAG 
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Fig. 11.2 The segmentation results of PRG against those of NC. 
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